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Abstract

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is an essential001
sub-task for task-oriented dialogue systems.002
Recent work has focused on deep neural mod-003
els for DST. However, the neural models re-004
quire a large dataset for training. Furthermore,005
applying them to another domain needs a new006
dataset because the neural models are trained007
to imitate the given dataset. In this paper, we008
propose Schema Encoding for Transferable009
Dialogue State Tracking (SET-DST), which010
is a neural DST method for effective transfer011
to new domains. Transferable DST could as-012
sist developments of dialogue systems even013
with few dataset on target domains. We use014
a schema encoder not just to imitate the dataset015
but to comprehend the schema of the dataset.016
We aim to transfer the model to new domains017
by encoding new schemas and using them for018
DST. As a result, SET-DST improved the accu-019
racy by 1.46 points on MultiWOZ 2.1.020

1 Introduction021

The objective of task-oriented dialogue systems is022

to help users achieve their goals by conversations.023

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is the essential sub-024

task for the systems to perform the purpose. Users025

may deliver the details of their goals to the sys-026

tems during the conversations, e.g., what kind of027

food they want the restaurant to serve and at what028

price level they want to book the hotel. Thus, the029

systems should exactly catch the details from utter-030

ances. They should also communicate with other031

systems by using APIs to achieve users’ goals, e.g.,032

to search restaurants and to reserve hotels. The033

goal of DST is to classify the users’ intents and034

to fill the details into predefined templates that are035

used to call APIs.036

Recent work has used deep neural networks for037

DST with supervised learning. They have im-038

proved the accuracy of DST; however, they require039

a large dataset for training. Furthermore, they need040

a new dataset to be trained on another domain. Un- 041

fortunately, the large dataset for training a DST 042

model is not easy to be developed in real world. 043

The motivation of supervised learning is to make 044

deep neural networks imitate humans. But, they 045

actually imitate the given datasets rather than hu- 046

mans. Someones who have performed hotel reser- 047

vation work can easily perform restaurant reserva- 048

tion work if some guidelines are provided, but neu- 049

ral models may have to be trained on a new dataset 050

of the restaurant domain. The difference between 051

humans and neural models is that humans can learn 052

how to read guidelines and to apply the guidelines 053

to their work. This is why transfer learning is im- 054

portant to train neural models on new domains. 055

In this paper, we propose Schema Encoding for 056

Transferable Dialogue State Tracking (SET-DST), 057

which is a neural DST method with transfer learn- 058

ing by using dataset schemas as guidelines for DST. 059

The motivation of this study is that humans can 060

learn not only how to do their work, but also how 061

to apply the guidelines to the work. We aim to 062

make a neural model learn how to apply the schema 063

guidelines to DST beyond how to fill predefined 064

slots by simply imitating the dataset. The schema 065

includes metadata of the dataset, e.g., which do- 066

mains the dataset covers and which slots have to 067

be filled to achieve goals. SET-DST has a schema 068

encoder to represent the dataset schema, and it 069

uses the schema representation to understand ut- 070

terances and to fill slots. Recently, transfer learn- 071

ing has been becoming important because devel- 072

opment of new datasets is costly. Transfer learn- 073

ing makes it possible to pre-train neural models 074

on large-scale datasets to effectively fine-tune the 075

models on small-scale downstream tasks. 076

We evaluated SET-DST on MultiWOZ 2.1 (Eric 077

et al., 2020), which is a standard benchmark dataset 078

for DST, as a downstream task. SET-DST achieved 079

state-of-the-art accuracy on the DST task. We fur- 080

ther confirmed that SET-DST worked well when 081
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Schema Encoder State Generator (GPT-2)

Dataset Schema ... ...

(a) Schema encoding for active slots and intents clas-
sification.

... ...

State Generator (GPT-2)

... ...

...

(b) Dialogue state generation.

Figure 1: Overview of SET-DST. The schema encoder takes the dataset schema and generates slot vectors and intent
vectors. The state generator takes the previous dialogue state Dt−1 and the dialogue history Ht to calculate active
scores of slots and intents. F is an score function to calculate whether the slots or intents are activated on turn t.
Then, the state generator additionally takes the activated slots and intents to generate the current dialogue state Dt.
St indicates the activated slots and It indicates the activated intents.

the size of the downstream dataset was small.082

This result demonstrates that transfer learning with083

schema encoding improves the performance of neu-084

ral DST models and the efficiency of few-shot085

learning on DST.086

2 Related Work087

Traditional DST models extract semantics by using088

natural language understanding (NLU) modules to089

generate dialogue states (Williams, 2014; Wang090

and Lemon, 2013). The limitation of these models091

is that they rely on features extracted by humans.092

Recent work has focused on building end-to-end093

DST models without hand-crafted features. Zhong094

et al. (2018) use global modules to share parameters095

between different slots. Nouri and Hosseini-Asl096

(2018) improve the latency by removing inefficient097

recurrent layers. Transferable DST models that098

can be adapted to new domains by removing the099

dependency on the domain ontology are proposed100

(Ren et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Zhou and Small101

(2019) attempt to solve DST as a question answer-102

ing task using knowledge graph.103

More recently, large-scale pre-trained language104

models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and105

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) are used for DST. The106

pre-trained BERT acts as an NLU module to un-107

derstand utterances (Lee et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,108

2020a; Kim et al., 2020; Heck et al., 2020). GPT-2109

makes it possible to solve DST as a conditional110

language modeling task (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020;111

Peng et al., 2021).112

Rastogi et al. (2020) propose the baseline113

method that defines the schema of dataset and uses114

it for training and inference. A drawback of them 115

is that the calculation cost is high because they use 116

the domain ontology and access all values to es- 117

timate the dialogue state. DST models that uses 118

schema graphs to encode the relation between slots 119

and values are proposed (Chen et al., 2020; Zhu 120

et al., 2020). However, they focus on encoding 121

the relation between slots and values of the given 122

domains not on adaptation to new domains. 123

In this paper, we focus on making the model 124

learn how to understand the schema and how to 125

apply it to estimate the dialogue state, not just on 126

encoding the in-domain relation. 127

3 Schema Encoding for Transferable 128

Dialogue State Tracking 129

In this section, we describe the architecture of SET- 130

DST and how to optimize it. Figure 1 shows the 131

overview of our method. The model consists of 132

the schema encoder and the state generator. SET- 133

DST generates the dialogue state in two steps: (a) 134

schema encoding and classification and (b) dia- 135

logue state generation. In this paper, we define 136

some terms as follows. 137

Schema What domains, services, slots, and in- 138

tents the dataset covers. A dataset has a schema 139

that describes the dataset. 140

Domain What domains the conversation goes on, 141

e.g., restaurant, hotel, and attraction. A conversa- 142

tion can go on multiple domains. 143

Service What services the system provides to 144

users. It is similar to domain, but smaller and 145
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Service_name: Restaurants_1
Description: A leading provider for restaurant
search and reservations

Slot_name: restaurant_name
Description: Name of the restaurant

Slot_name: price_range
Description: Price range for the restaurant

...

Intent_name: ReserveRestaurant
Description: Reserve a table at a restaurant

Intent_name: FindRestaurants
Description: Find a restaurant of a particular cuisine
in a city

Figure 2: Example of schema for restaurant search and
reservation service including slots and intents.

application-level. For example, restaurant domain146

can have two different services: (1) a service for147

searching and reserving restaurants and (2) a ser-148

vice focused on searching and comparing restau-149

rants. In real world, a service corresponds to an150

application.151

Action Abstract actions of users to achieve their152

goals during conversations, e.g., to inform the sys-153

tem their requirements or to request the system for154

some information.155

Slot The details of the user goals, e.g., the type156

of food and the price range of hotel. Slots are157

predefined based on the domains or services that158

the system should cover, and the slots are filled by159

DST.160

Value The values that have actual meaning for161

corresponding slots, e.g., cheap or expensive about162

the price range of hotel. The systems should match163

slot-value pairs from conversations.164

Intent Sub-goals to achieve the user goals by con-165

versation. A goal consists of one or more intents,166

and an intent is achieved over one or more conver-167

sation turns. In real world, an intent corresponds168

to an API. For example, to search restaurants or169

to book hotels should be performed by APIs of170

external systems.171

3.1 Schema Encoding172

We use the pre-trained BERT1 for the schema en-173

coder. Figure 2 shows an example of the schema174

for Restaurant_1 service that is a service to search 175

and reserve restaurants. Services, slots, and intents 176

consist of name and short description. The name 177

and description of the service in the schema are fed 178

into BERT to generate service vector vR as 179

oR = BERT ([CLS]nR : dR[SEP])

vR = WR · o[CLS]R ∈ Rh
, (1) 180

where nR is the service name, dR is the service 181

description, and h is the hidden size. o[CLS]R is 182

the output of [CLS] token, and WR ∈ Rh×h 183

is a fully connected (FC) layer. [CLS] and 184

[SEP] are special tokens that mean the start 185

and end of the sentence, respectively. The 186

service in Figure 2 can be represented as 187

[CLS] Restaurants_1 : A leading 188

provider for restaurant search 189

and reservations [SEP]. The slots and 190

intents in the schema are also fed into BERT to gen- 191

erate slot vectors VS = {v1S , · · · v
NS
S } ∈ RNS×h 192

and intent vectors VI = {v1I , · · · , v
NI
I } ∈ RNI×h, 193

respectively, as follows: 194

ojS = BERT
(
[CLS]nj

S : djS[SEP]
)

vjS = WS · oj,[CLS]S ∈ Rh, j ∈ [1, NS ]
, (2) 195

okI = BERT
(
[CLS]nk

I : dkI[SEP]
)

vkI = WI · ok,[CLS]I ∈ Rh, k ∈ [1, NI ]
. (3) 196

NS and NI mean the number of slots and intents 197

for the service, respectively. nj
S is the j-th slot 198

name, and djS is the j-th slot description. oj,[CLS]S 199

is the output of [CLS] token from the j-th slot, 200

and WS ∈ Rh×h is an FC layer. Similarly, nk
I 201

is the k-th intent name, and dkI is the k-th intent 202

description. ok,[CLS]I is the output of [CLS] token 203

from the k-th intent, and WI ∈ Rh×h is an FC 204

layer. The schema encoder takes vR, VS , and VI 205

to update the slot vectors VS and intent vectors VI 206

with attention mechanism as follows: 207

aS = softmax (VS · vR) ∈ RNS

vR,S = (VS)
T · aS ∈ Rh

, (4) 208

vjS = WRS ·
(
vR,S ⊕ vjS

)
∈ Rh, (5) 209

aI = softmax (VI · vR) ∈ RNI

vR,I = (VI)
T · aI ∈ Rh

, (6) 210

vkI = WRI ·
(
vR,I ⊕ vkI

)
∈ Rh. (7) 211

WRS ∈ Rh×2h and WRI ∈ Rh×2h are FC layers, 212

and ⊕ means the concatenation of two vectors. 213
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I would like to find a place to eat in San Jose.

State: { Inform - Intent - FindRestaurants ; Inform -
restaurant_location - San Jose }

{ 
 restaurant_location: San Jose 
}

(a) Example in restaurants domain.

Can you find me any one way flights to San Francisco
from Chicago?

State: { Inform - Intent - SearchOnewayFlight ; Inform
- destination_city - San Francisco ; Inform -
origin_city - Chicago}

{ 
 destination_city: San Francisco, 
 origin_city: Chicago 
}

(b) Example in flights domain.

Figure 3: Examples of user state and dialogue state
corresponding to user utterance. Ut is a sequence of
words, and Dt is a list of slot-value pairs.

3.2 Slot and Intent Classification214

SET-DST takes the slot vectors and intent vectors215

to classify what slots and intents are activated by216

users. We use the pre-trained GPT-21 for the state217

generator that encodes the dialogue history and218

generates the dialogue state as a sequence of words.219

The state generator encodes the dialogue history220

Ht that is accumulated during the conversation and221

the previous dialogue state Dt−1 to calculate the222

context vector Ct as223

Ct =
{
c1t , · · · , c

NC
t

}
∈ RNC×h

= GPT-2 (Dt−1 ⊕Ht) ,
(8)224

where NC = |Ct|. Then, the last output of Ct is225

used to classify which slots and intents are activated226

1The pre-trained models are available at https://
github.com/huggingface/transformers.

in the current conversation as follows: 227

P
(
sjt = Active

)
= F

(
cNC
t , vjS

)
, (9) 228

P
(
ikt = Active

)
= F

(
cNC
t , vkI

)
, (10) 229

where P (sjt = Active) means the probabil- 230

ity that the j-th slot is activated on turn t, and 231

P (ikt = Active) means the probability that the 232

k-th intent is activated on turn t. F is a projection 233

layer to calculate the probabilities using the con- 234

text vector, slot vector, and intent vector. We define 235

P = F(x, y) as a function transforming vectors x 236

and y into a probability scalar as 237

h1 = tanh (W1 · x)
h2 = tanh (W2 · (h1 ⊕ y))

P = σ (W3 · h2)
, (11) 238

where W1 ∈ Rh×h, W2 ∈ Rh×2h, and W3 ∈ R1×h 239

are FC layers. Activate slots and intents are classi- 240

fied based on the probabilities P (sjt = Active) 241

and P (ijt = Active). We define the slots acti- 242

vated on turn t as St = {sjt |P (sjt = Active) ≥ 243

α, j ∈ [1, NS ]} and the intents activated on turn t 244

as It = {ikt |P (ikt = Active) ≥ α, k ∈ [1, NI ]}. 245

α is a threshold to classify the slots and intents 246

based on the probabilities. 247

3.3 Dialogue State Generation 248

SET-DST has the state generator that generates 249

dialogue state using the dialogue history, schema 250

representation, and previous dialogue state accu- 251

mulated during the conversation. In this paper, we 252

define the dialogue state as a list of slot-value pairs 253

that mean the details of an user goal. We also de- 254

fine the concept called user state that is a sequence 255

of action-slot-value triples to generalize semantics 256

from various user utterances. The state generator 257

recurrently generates the user state as a sequence 258

of words, and updates the dialogue state by extract- 259

ing the slot-value pairs from the user state. The 260

user state Ut on turn t is generated based on the 261

previous dialogue state Dt−1, dialogue history Ht, 262

active slots St, and active intents It as follows: 263

ũlt = GPT-2
(
Dt−1 ⊕Ht ⊕ St ⊕ It ⊕ U1:l−1

t

)
,

(12)

264

Ut =
{
ult

∣∣∣ult = argmax
(
Wvocab · ũlt

)
,

l ∈ [1, NU ]
}
∈ RNU ,

(13) 265
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where U1:l−1
t = {u1t , · · · , ul−1

t }, NU = |Ut|, and266

Wvocab ∈ RNvocab×h is an FC layer to project267

the hidden state to vocabulary space with size of268

Nvocab. Figure 3 shows how to generate Dt from269

Ut. Ut is generated word-by-word over time steps270

until [EOS], a special word to terminate the gen-271

eration, is detected. Then, Dt is updated by extract-272

ing the slot-value pairs from Ut.273

3.4 Optimization274

SET-DST is optimized over two steps: (1) slot275

and intent classification and (2) state generation.276

We freeze the pre-trained BERT during training to277

preserve the broad and general knowledge that is278

learned from large corpus. In classification task,279

the system is trained by using binary cross-entropy.280

Equation 9 is used to calculate the slot loss LS
t with281

slot labels Y S
t = {ySt,1, · · · , ySt,NS

} as282

LS
t =− 1

NS

NS∑
j=1

β · ySt,j · logP
(
sjt

)
+
(
1− ySt,j

)
log

(
1− P

(
sjt

))
,

(14)283

where ySt,j ∈ R1 is the binary value of j-th slot284

on turn t, and β is a hyperparameter to consider285

the ratio of active slots out of total slots. Based on286

Equation 10, the intent loss LI
t is calculated with287

intent labels Y I
t = {yIt,1, · · · , yIt,NI

} as288

LI
t =− 1

NI

NI∑
k=1

β · yIt,k · logP
(
ikt

)
+

(
1− yIt,k

)
log

(
1− P

(
ikt

))
,

(15)289

where yIt,k ∈ R1 is the binary value of k-th intent290

on turn t. In state generation step, the system is291

trained as a conditional language model that recur-292

rently generates words over time steps. The state293

loss LU
t is calculated base on Equation 13 with the294

state label Y U
t = {yUt,l, · · · , yUt,NU

} as295

LU
t = − 1

NU

NU∑
l=1

(
yUt,l

)T
logP

(
ult

)
, (16)296

where yUt,l ∈ RNvocab is the one-hot vector that297

indicates the l-th word of the gold-standard user298

state on turn t. The final joint loss is the sum of299

above losses:300

Lt = LS
t + LI

t + LU
t . (17)301

We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to302

minimize Lt.303

Service_name: Restaurant 
Description: Service for searching and booking
restaurant

Slot_name: restaurant_name 
Description: Name of restaurant

Slot_name: restaurant_people 
Description: The number of people to visit the
restaurant

...

Intent_name: Restaurant 
Description: Search and book a restaurant

Figure 4: Example of schema that is temporarily created
for MultiWOZ dataset.

4 Experiments 304

In this section, we describe our experiments includ- 305

ing the datasets, evaluation metric, and results. 306

4.1 Experimental Setups 307

We used two datasets MultiWOZ 2.12 and Schema- 308

Guided Dialogue (SGD)3 to evaluate our system. 309

MultiWOZ consists of conversations between a 310

tourist and a guide, e.g., booking hotels and search- 311

ing trains. SGD deals with conversations between 312

a virtual assistant and an user ranging over various 313

domains, e.g., events, restaurants, and media. The 314

dataset also provides a schema that includes ser- 315

vices, intents, and slots with short descriptions to 316

help understanding the conversations. MultiWOZ 317

has about 10,400 dialogues, and SGD has about 318

22,800 dialogues. 319

The datasets propose joint accuracy as the met- 320

ric to evaluate DST systems. Joint accuracy mea- 321

sures whether a system successfully predicts all 322

slot-value pairs mentioned on the conversations. 323

In every turn, the system updates dialogue state, 324

and the joint accuracy is calculated based on the 325

accumulated dialogue state. 326

4.2 Experimental Details 327

The motivation of SET-DST is to make the sys- 328

tem interpret the schema and refer it for efficiently 329

tracking the dialogue state. In the experiments, our 330

2https://github.com/budzianowski/
multiwoz.

3https://github.com/
google-research-datasets/
dstc8-schema-guided-dialogue.
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Service_name
Original: Banks 
Alternatives:
 [
  Bank_service, 
  Bank_application, 
  ...
 ]

Service_description
Original: Manage bank accounts and transfer money 
Alternatives:
 [
  Service to manage your bank accounts and finances, 
  Application for managing bank accounts, 
  ...
 ]

Slot_name
Original: account_type 
Alternatives:
 [
  bank_account_type, 
  type_of_bank_account, 
  ...
 ]

Slot_description
Original: The account type of the user 
Alternatives:
 [
  Bank account type of the user for transaction, 
  Type of user's bank account, 
  ...
 ]

Intent_name
Original: transfer_money 
Alternatives:
 [
  send_money, 
  money_transference, 
  ...
 ]

Intent_description
Original: Transfer money from one bank account to another user's account 
Alternatives:
 [
  Transfer money to another user, 
  Send money to another bank account, 
  ...
 ]

Figure 5: Example of alternatives for schema augmenta-
tion.

goal is to verify that SET-DST works well for our331

purpose by improving the performance of DST and332

the efficiency on few-shot settings with the schema333

encoding.334

The experiments are divided into two steps: (1)335

pre-training on SGD and (2) fine-tuning on Mul-336

tiWOZ. In the pre-training step, SET-DST is op-337

timized to encode the schema for DST. In the338

fine-tuning step, the capability that encodes given339

schema is transferred to encode new schema for im-340

provement of the performance and efficiency. We341

conducted the experiments by adjusting the rate of342

few-shot data during fine-tuning to focus on the343

fine-tuning step. The training data for few-shot344

settings was randomly sampled from the training345

set of MultiWOZ, and the random seed was fixed346

Hidden size 768
Embedding size 768
Vocabulary size 30522
Dropout 0.3
Early stopping count 5
Max epochs 40
Min epochs 20
Batch size 8
Learning rate 3e-5
Gradient clipping 10
α 0.5
β (on SGD) 3
β (on MultiWOZ) 5

Table 1: Hyperparameters used for the experiments in
this paper.

for consistency of sampling. We also conducted 347

experiments to verify whether the pre-training to 348

transfer the schema encoding improves the perfor- 349

mance and whether SET-DST successfully works 350

on the pre-training step, although the major part in 351

our experiments is the fine-tuning on MultiWOZ 352

including few-shot settings. We evaluated the pre- 353

training performance on KLUE4 dataset (Park et al., 354

2021), which is a Korean dataset for DST, in addi- 355

tion to SGD. 356

SET-DST needs not only slot information but 357

also a schema. However, MultiWOZ has no schema 358

and no concepts of service and intent; thus, we cre- 359

ated a schema for MultiWOZ including services, 360

slots, intents, and corresponding descriptions. Fig- 361

ure 4 shows an example of the schema for Multi- 362

WOZ. In our experiments on MultiWOZ, an intent 363

means activated domain. In other words, the sys- 364

tem classifies an intent as active when the domain 365

of conversation is changed or a conversation starts. 366

MultiWOZ further has no labels for activated in- 367

tents, thus we automatically added the labels by 368

detecting the changes of domain. 369

We further tried to fine-tune the system 370

without intents because it is possible that the 371

concepts of intent are unnatural in MultiWOZ. 372

In this setting, Equation 3, 6, 7, 10, 15 are 373

ignored, It is removed from Equation 12, and 374

LI
t is removed from Equation 17. In Figure 3a, 375

Ut is replaced with State: { Inform - 376

restaurant_location - San Jose }, 377

and in Figure 3b, Ut is replaced with State: 378

4https://github.com/KLUE-benchmark/
KLUE.
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JA
TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) 45.60%*
DSTQA (Zhou and Small, 2019) 51.17%
LABES-S2S (Zhang et al., 2020b) 51.45%
DST-Picklist (Zhang et al., 2020a) 53.30%
MinTL-BART (Lin et al., 2020) 53.62%
TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) 55.29%
SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) 55.76%
PPTOD (Su et al., 2021) 57.45%
ConvBERT-DG (Mehri et al., 2020) 58.70%
TripPy+SCoRe (Yu et al., 2020) 60.48%
TripPy+CoCoAug (Li et al., 2020) 60.53%
TripPy+SaCLog (Dai et al., 2021) 60.61%
SET-DST (Ours) 60.39%
SET-DST w/o intent 62.07%

Table 2: DST results on the test set of MultiWOZ in
joint accuracy. *: the result is reported by Eric et al.
(2020).

{ Inform - destination_city - San379

Francisco ; Inform - origin_city380

- Chicago }.381

A dataset schema can be variously defined de-382

pending on the developer, and our goal is to make383

the system represent any schema for DST. In384

the pre-training step, we augmented the schema385

of SGD dataset to avoid overfitting to the given386

schema. The schema provides names of services,387

slots, and intents with short descriptions. We de-388

fined some alternatives of the names and descrip-389

tions, and sampled inputs for the schema encoder390

from the augmented schema. Figure 5 shows some391

examples of the alternatives for bank service.392

In dialogue state, multiple slots and intents can393

be activated at once. However, the order has no394

meaning in dialogue state. The state generator is395

trained to generate the dialogue state based on tex-396

tual label, so it is possible that the order causes397

wrong optimization and overfitting. Thus, we shuf-398

fled the order of slots and intents when making the399

labels.400

We used BERT-base-uncased5 model for the401

schema encoder and GPT-26 model for the state402

generator. In out experiments, the pre-training step403

took about two days, and the fine-tuning step took404

about a day on a TitanRTX GPU. Table 1 lists hy-405

perparamters that are used in our experiments.406

5https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased.

6https://huggingface.co/gpt2.

Few-shot rate
JA

w/ intent w/o intent
100% 60.39% 62.07%
30% 53.43% 56.43%

w/ 25% 53.07% 55.61%
pre-training 20% 52.73% 54.37%

15% 40.41% 51.29%
10% 31.20% 29.91%

100% 58.37% 59.10%
30% 31.08% 48.96%

w/o 25% 30.39% 30.28%
pre-training 20% 22.80% 22.35%

15% 19.38% 17.09%
10% 10.21% 15.10%

Table 3: Evaluation results on few-shot settings with
considering pre-training.

JA

SGD
Baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020) 43.40%
SET-DST (Ours) 55.56%

KLUE
Baseline (Park et al., 2021) 50.22%
SET-DST (Ours) 57.61%

Table 4: Pre-training results on SGD and KLUE com-
pared to their baselines.

4.3 Experimental Results 407

Table 2 compares the evaluation results of SET- 408

DST to the previous methods on the test set of Mul- 409

tiWOZ. In our experiments, SET-DST achieved 410

new state-of-the-art joint accuracy when fine-tuned 411

without intent. 412

Table 3 shows the evaluation results on few- 413

shot settings and the improvement by pre-training. 414

When we used less training data, the pre-training 415

with schema encoding was more effective for DST. 416

SET-DST performed reasonably well with only 417

about 20% of the training data. In most cases, the 418

models fine-tuned without intents achieved higher 419

joint accuracy on MultiWOZ. 420

Table 4 shows the pre-training results on SGD 421

and KLUE. SET-DST outperformed the baselines. 422

These results demonstrate that SET-DST success- 423

fully performs DST with just pre-training. In the 424

experiment on KLUE, we used KLUE-BERT7 and 425

KoGPT-28 that are large-scale language models 426

pre-trained on Korean corpus. 427

7https://huggingface.co/klue/bert-base.
8https://huggingface.co/skt/

kogpt2-base-v2.

7

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/gpt2
https://huggingface.co/klue/bert-base
https://huggingface.co/skt/kogpt2-base-v2
https://huggingface.co/skt/kogpt2-base-v2


5 Discussion428

Schema Encoding Development of training429

dataset for task-oriented dialogue systems includ-430

ing DST requires a lot of cost, especially in low-431

resource language. Thus, recently, pre-trained mod-432

els have been widely used to improve the efficiency433

of training by transferring the knowledge that is434

learned on large corpus. In this study, our goal435

is to transfer a pre-trained DST model to a low-436

resource domain without limiting the transference437

as language model level. We pre-trained SET-DST438

on SGD which is a relatively large dataset and439

fine-tuned it on MultiWOZ to transfer the schema440

encoding. As a result, the pre-training significantly441

improved the accuracy on DST. Pre-trained lan-442

guage models have been already used in many443

fields. However, our method could tackle gen-444

eral DST beyond language modeling on various445

domains. We believe that SET-DST can assist the446

development of DST systems in real world without447

large dataset on the target domain.448

Intent on Fine-tuning In this paper, we define449

the intents as sub-goals to be achieved through a450

service. SGD has a schema for dialogues between451

a virtual assistant and an user. Thus, it is assumed452

that a system achieves the user’s sub-goals by using453

APIs, and an intent corresponds to an API. Virtual454

assistant should tackle various services that could455

consist of one more intents, e.g., to check account456

balance and to transfer money in bank service. Un-457

like that, MultiWOZ has no schema and considers458

no APIs as intents. Thus, the schema that we tem-459

porarily created for experiments in the same form460

as the schema of SGD could cause confusion in461

generation of dialogue state. We believe that this is462

why the results without intent were slightly higher463

in the experiments. Another reason would be the464

incorrect labels for intents that we automatically465

created for experiments on MultiWOZ.466

The joint accuracy that has been proposed as an467

evaluation metric for DST considers only slot-value468

pairs. However, task-oriented dialogue systems469

should call APIs of external systems to achieve470

goals, e.g., to search restaurants and to reserve ho-471

tels. The systems that predict only slot-value pairs472

would be insufficient to replace rule-based tradi-473

tional systems in real-world. Even though use of474

intents made no improvement in joint accuracy, we475

believe that encoding the schema including intents476

is meaningful in terms of approaching more realis-477

tic DST. 478

6 Conclusion 479

Transfer learning that makes it possible to apply 480

a pre-trained model to new domains has been at- 481

tempted a lot. However, the attempts for DST have 482

been just to use large-scale pre-trained models. In 483

this paper, we have proposed SET-DST, which is 484

an effective method for DST with transfer learning 485

by using schema encoding. We have demonstrated 486

how to encode the schema for transferable DST and 487

how to use the schema representation for dialogue 488

state generation. Our experiments show that the 489

schema encoding improves joint accuracy even in 490

few-shot settings. 491

Even though our approach could perform DST 492

well on target domain with few-shot settings, it 493

required some new data to be fine-tuned. As part 494

of our future work, we plan to design a DST model 495

for zero-shot settings. 496
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